December 1, 2008

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO AWARDING BODIES
AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES
REGARDING THE CORRECTION OF FOOTNOTES
IN THE DIRECTOR'S GENERAL PREVAILING WAGE DETERMINATIONS

CRAFT: Electrician
CLASSIFICATIONS: Communication & System Installer (All shifts)
Communication & System Technician (All shifts)
LOCALITIES: All localities within Alpine, Amador Butte, Colusa, El Dorado, Glenn, Lassen, Nevada,
Placer, Plumas, Sacramento, Shasta, Sierra, Sutter, Tehama, Trinity, Yolo, and Yuba counties.

- The following footnote as currently stated under “OTHER PAYMENTS” for the above referenced
craft/classifications and determinations is incorrect:

“IN ADDITION TO THE AMOUNT SHOWN, WHICH IS FACTORED AT THE APPLICABLE OVERTIME
MULTIPLIER FOR EACH OVERTIME HOUR, $0.19 IS ADDED TO THE TOTAL HOURLY RATE AND
OVERTIME HOURLY RATES FOR THE LABOR MANAGEMENT COOPERATION COMMITTEE FUND.”

- The correct footnote should be as follows:

IN ADDITION TO THE AMOUNT SHOWN, WHICH IS FACTORED AT THE APPLICABLE OVERTIME
MULTIPLIER FOR EACH OVERTIME HOUR, $0.16 IS ADDED TO THE TOTAL HOURLY RATE AND
OVERTIME HOURLY RATES FOR THE LABOR MANAGEMENT COOPERATION COMMITTEE FUND.

REGULAR SHIFT DETERMINATIONS

Footnote “M” for Communication & System Installer and Communication & System Technician is affected in
the following counties: Alpine, Amador, Butte, Colusa, Glenn, Plumas, Sacramento, Shasta, Sierra, Sutter,
Tehama, Trinity, Yolo, and Yuba.

Footnote “O” for Communication & System Installer and Communication & System Technician is affected in
the following counties: El Dorado, Lassen, and Placer.

Footnote “I” for Communication & System Installer and Communication & System Technician is affected
in the following county: Nevada

SHIFT DETERMINATIONS
Footnote “C” for the 2nd and 3rd shifts for Communication & System Installer and Communication & System Technician is affected in the following counties: Alpine, Amador, Butte, Colusa, El Dorado, Glenn, Lassen, Nevada, Placer, Plumas, Sacramento, Shasta, Sierra, Sutter, Tehama, Trinity, Yolo, and Yuba.

*With the exception of the correction stated above, all of the wage rates and other conditions found in the above referenced General Prevailing Wage Determinations remain in effect.*